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Abstract—The highly diversified deep learning (DL) frameworks and target hardware architectures bring big challenges for DL model deployment for industrial production. Up to the present, continuous efforts have been made to develop DL compilers with multiple state-of-the-arts available, e.g., TVM, Glow, nGraph, PlaidML, and Tensor Comprehensions (TC). Unlike traditional compilers, DL compilers take a DL model built by DL frameworks as input and generate optimized code as the output for a particular target device. Similar to other software, DL compilers are also error-prone. Buggy DL compilers can generate incorrect code and result in unexpected model behaviors. To better understand the current status and common bug characteristics of DL compilers, we performed a large-scale empirical study of five popular DL compilers covering TVM, Glow, nGraph, PlaidML, and TC, collecting a total of 2,717 actual bug reports submitted by users and developers. We made large manual efforts to investigate these bug reports and classified them based on their root causes, during which five root causes were identified, including environment, compatibility, memory, document, and semantic. After labeling the types of bugs, we further examined the important consequences of each type of bug and analyzed the correlation between bug types and impacts. Besides, we studied the time required to fix different types of bugs in DL compilers. Seven important findings are eventually obtained, with practical implications provided for both DL compiler developers and users.

Index Terms—empirical study, deep learning compiler, bug, root cause, impact

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep learning (DL) has been rapidly developed and successfully applied in many industrial domains, such as autonomous driving [1], smart city [2], disease diagnosis [3], and many others [4]–[6]. Various DL models with different architecture, such as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [7], Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [8], transformer with attention mechanism [9], and Graph Neural Networks (GNN) [10] have been designed to deal with different kinds of tasks. As the foundation to support the training process and runtime inference, multiple popular DL frameworks have been developed so far, such as TensorFlow [11], PyTorch [12], MXNET [13] and CNTK [14]. These frameworks provide convenient interfaces for users to implement their DL model construction and training and deploy them on specific hardware devices that support the corresponding DL framework.

At the same time, we have witnessed an increasing trend and demand for deploying DL models to diverse end devices [15], [16]. In addition, quite a few DL chips with different architectures have been designed to boost performance, such as CPU, Google TPU [17], Hisilicon NPU [18], Apple Bonix [19], Intel NNP [20] as well as chips on small mobiles or edge devices [21]. However, it is still a challenge for DL frameworks to handle diverse hardware-specific transformations and DL model deployment across different target devices. To address this problem, several popular DL compilers have been proposed from both industry and academia, such as TVM [22], XLA [23], Glow [24], nGraph [25], PlaidML [26], and Tensor Comprehensions (TC) [27]. DL compilers take DL models constructed in a DL framework as input and generate optimized codes for diverse DL hardware as output, which performs an important role for DL model performance acceleration and diverse architecture hurdles.

Similar to traditional compilers, DL compilers also follow a layered design, including a frontend, an intermediate representation (IR) and a backend [28]. However, what makes DL compilers special is their multi-level IR and DL-specific optimization design. Specifically, DL compilers combine DL-oriented optimizations such as layer and operator fusion to achieve efficient code generation [29]. Like any software system, bugs can also commonly exist in DL compilers. The buggy DL compilers can cause misbehavior and even disaster when mis-compiled DL models are deployed to mission-critical applications. Therefore, the investigation of common bug characteristics in DL compilers should help design specific bug detection and localization methods, which are important for improving the quality and availability of DL compilers.

In this paper, we make a very early attempt to study the characteristics of bugs in DL compilers by analyzing 2,717 bugs collected from five popular DL compilers, including TVM, nGraph, Glow, PlaidML, and TC. The characteristics of bugs in DL compilers have been investigated from multiple aspects, including \( \hat{1} \) the root causes of bugs in DL compilers; \( \hat{2} \) the impacts of bugs in DL compilers and the correlation between bug types and impacts; \( \hat{3} \) the time it takes to fix bugs in DL compilers. The contribution of our work provides answers to the following three research questions.

RQ1: What common types of bugs exist in various DL compilers? To answer this question, we have classified the bugs in TVM, Glow, nGraph, PlaidML, and TC by analyzing their root causes. Through manual examination, five root causes are identified, including environment, compatibility,
memory, document, and semantic. The distribution of different types of bugs is also studied. In addition, we have analyzed the evolution of proportions of different bug types over time. This RQ is answered in Section III.

RQ2: What are the impacts of different types of bugs in DL compilers? We have identified the impacts of bugs in DL compilers to understand the consequences caused by different types of bugs. Besides, we have studied the relationship between root causes and impacts of DL compiler bugs, which helps to understand which types of bugs are more likely to have a more severe impact. This RQ is answered in Section IV.

RQ3: How long does it take to fix bugs in DL compilers? We have performed a statistical analysis of the time it takes to fix the bugs in DL compilers. This RQ helps us notice the cost of repairing different types of bugs and therefore helps to allocate resources better. This RQ is answered in Section V.

Due to the page limit, in this paper, we provided summarized results and discussions and put more detailed information on the accompanied website of this paper, at https://sites.google.com/view/dlcompiler-common-bugs/, including the detailed information of all bug reports extracted from DL compilers’ Github repositories, the closing time of all bug reports, and more details and concrete examples of each type of bugs, etc.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II presents the study design and methodology adopted in this paper. We give the answers for the three research questions in Section III, Section IV, and Section V, respectively. After discussing the threats to validity in Section VI and related work in Section VII, conclusions are given in Section VIII.

II. STUDY DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

A. Data Collection

In this paper, we conduct our empirical study on five currently popular DL compilers, including TVM, Glow, nGraph, PlaidML, and Tensor Comprehensions (TC). We collect actual bug information of these compilers from their corresponding Github repositories. Table I summarizes the information of the collected bug reports.

In Table I, all bug reports are under the closed status. In Github’s issue tracker, bug reports have two statuses: “open” and “closed”. Considering that reports in the “open” state are still under discussion, their root causes may not have been found yet. Thus, only “closed” bug reports will be studied in this work. The second column shows the time period of bug reports. We collected as many closed bug reports as we could from TVM, Glow, nGraph, PlaidML, and TC. Among them, the time range of TVM, Glow, nGraph, and PlaidML is from 2017 to 2021, from when the first report is submitted to when the latest report is submitted. Different from the above four DL compilers, the time range of TC is from Feb. 2018 to Aug. 2019, a total of 18 months. It is because TC is no longer maintained, and no bug report has been closed since Aug. 27, 2019. After filtering, we collected 1,578 bug reports in TVM, 496 bug reports in Glow, 239 bug reports in nGraph, 290 bug reports in PlaidML, and 114 bug reports in TC. Therefore, a total of 2,717 bug reports are obtained.

We obtain relevant bug information from these 2,717 bug reports through a designed Web-Crawler. The important information contained in bug reports is extracted, including both structural information and non-structural information. Among them, structural information includes the time of bug reports being submitted and closed. Non-structural information includes titles of bug reports, descriptions and comments of bugs, and linked commits and pull requests for resolving bugs.

B. Classification Procedure of Bug Reports

In this section, we manually review the description and comments of each bug report. Because the description in some bug reports can be ambiguous, we also explore related pull requests and commits for further confirmation. For a given bug report, the classification process is divided into three steps, as shown in Fig. 1.

Step 1: Actual bug filtering. A bug report should first be checked to make sure that it contains an actual bug. In our

1 https://github.com/apache/tvm/issues
2 https://github.com/pytorch/glow/issues
3 https://github.com/NervanaSystems/ngraph/issues
4 https://github.com/plaidml/plaidml/issues
5 https://github.com/facebookresearch/TensorComprehensions/issues
study, invalid bug reports will be filtered out first, i.e., the bug report contains too little information to determine whether it is a bug. For example, many bug reports were closed in DL compilers due to lack of activity, obsolescence, or cannot be reproduced. Then, valid bug reports that do not contain actual bugs will be filtered out, i.e., questions asked by users about the usage of the DL compilers, requests for new features or enhancements, operator errors and duplicate bug reports.

**Step 2: Classification based on root causes.** We carefully checked the bug report for each actual bug that was filtered from the last step to identify its root cause. According to our examination, we summarized five types of root causes, including environment, compatibility, memory, document, and semantic. The definition of each root cause will be given in section II-C. If there is not enough information to determine the root cause of a bug, it will be labeled as unknown (UNK).

**Step 3: Identifying impacts of bugs.** After classifying bugs according to their root causes, we aim to identify the impacts of different types of bugs. After analysis, five common impacts are found, including crash/exception, build/compilation error, operation failure, wrong output, and warning style error. If we cannot identify the impact of a bug, or if the impact does not belong to any of the five impacts we listed above, we will label it as others. The definition of each impact will be introduced in section II-D.

### C. Root Causes of Bugs

This section aims to present some examples of different root causes (as listed in Table II). In addition, referring to the definitions in [30] and [31], we describe the following five root causes as follows.

- **Environment:** These errors are not directly related to DL compilers. They are errors that exist in frontend frameworks that export DL models (such as TensorFlow, MXNET, Pytorch, and Keras), underlying operating systems (such as MacOS), deployed tool-chains (such as LLVM, g++ and OpenCL) or dependent libraries (such as DMLC-Core).

- **Compatibility:** The program cannot normally run on specific hardware (e.g., CPU, MobileGPU), operating system (e.g., AMD, Windows), or a different endian type system (e.g., big-endian or little-endian). In addition, there are situations that a DL compiler cannot compile models from a specific framework (e.g., TensorFlow) or cannot run on a specified version of a toolkit (e.g., CUDA).

- **Document:** This kind of error is related to typos in examples, improperly recommended operations in instructions, outdated guidelines, missing items in guidelines or dead links in guidelines.

- **Memory:** These errors are caused by incorrect handling of memory objects, such as insufficient memory allocation, improper scheduling of shared memory or unreleased memory.

- **Semantic:** Inconsistent with the requirements or the programmer’s intention and do not belong to the above categories. Including features that should be but not implemented, some boundary cases are incorrectly considered or ignored, improper handling of exceptions, incorrectly displayed output, equations processed improperly, and other semantic bugs that do not meet the design requirements.

### D. Impacts of Bugs

In this section, we have investigated the impact of each bug to understand the consequences of bugs in DL compilers [32], [33]. The definition of each kind of impact is as follows.

- **Crash/exception:** If a DL compiler stops and exits unexpectedly, a crash/exception occurs. When this situation happens, the program typically throws an error message. For example, in Bug-1624 in TVM, an error was raised when the reporter uses auto-tvm to train a model that contained “conv2d_transpose”.

- **Build/compilation error:** If a build or compilation error is printed, a build/compilation error occurs. For example, in Bug-4135 in Glow, the build of Glow failed when “-DGLOW_BUILD_TESTS=OFF”.

- **Operation failure:** If unexpected behaviors, such as rejection of a task or multiple processing of a task, is encountered, it means an operation failure occurs. In DL compilers, installation failure, setup incomplete issue, and broke link caused download failure are considered as operation failures.

- **Wrong output:** If the program generates a wrong result and presents it to users, a wrong output occurs. For example, incorrect code output of DL compilers, wrong output from the scheduler, incorrect quantified nodes, not optimized graph output, incorrect classification results, and misleading log information, etc.

- **Warning style error:** If the program generates a warning message, a warning style error occurs. In addition, document issues such as incomplete and outdated documents, unnecessary warnings, performance degradation, and memory leak issues are considered as warning style errors.

### III. DISTRIBUTION OF BUG TYPES

This section aims to answer RQ1. We first filter out the actual bugs from all reports and then classify them according to their root causes. Finally, the frequency distribution of bugs and the evolution trend of the proportions of different types of bugs are analyzed.
### Table II
Examples of Root Causes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compiler</th>
<th>Bug ID</th>
<th>Root Cause</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TVM</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>“This might due to the problem of MXNet’s DL Pack layer creating wrong DL Tensor”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nGraph</td>
<td>3907</td>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>“I faced an issue that as_type_ptr doesn’t work for this cast: TensorIterator::InputDescription to TensorIterator::SliceInputDescription. ... This issue occurs only on Win10 platform.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glow</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>“readPngImage() leaks memory when image fails to read”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PlaidML</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>Document</td>
<td>“OpenCL HAL example link is dead.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>“autotuner should catch compilation failures”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Distribution of Actual bugs, Non-bugs, and Invalid Reports Among all Bug Reports

**Finding #1:** The ratio of actual bugs among all the submitted bug reports in DL compilers ranges from 17.6% to 31.6%.

From Fig. 2, we can see that among all the bug reports, the proportion of non-bugs is the highest. In TVM, Glow, nGraph, PlaidML, and TC, the percentages of non-bugs are 64.8%, 73.8%, 63.2%, 71.0%, and 62.3%, respectively. As for actual bugs, the proportion of actual bugs in TC is the highest, which is 31.6%, followed by nGraph (i.e., 28.5%), TVM (i.e., 25.0%), Glow (i.e., 24.2%), and PlaidML (i.e., 17.6%). In addition to actual bugs and non-bugs, the proportion of invalid reports in DL compilers is not negligible. In PlaidML, the proportion of invalid reports is the highest (i.e., 11.4%), followed by TVM (i.e., 10.3%). In nGraph and TC, the proportions of invalid reports are 8.4% and 6.1%, respectively. In Glow, the percentage of invalid reports is the lowest (i.e., 2.0%).

This finding shows that a large number of non-bugs and invalid reports were submitted, which could be a heavy burden for developers. According to our examination, in DL compilers, there are several typical situations in which non-bugs appear, including questions asked by reporters for the usage of DL compilers (e.g., in Bug-385 and Bug-493 in TVM, reporters asked “How to reproduce the Raspberry Pi experiment” and “How to install the libtvm.dll”, respectively), reports submitted by developers related to the implementation of new features (for example, in Bug-3 and Bug-6 in nGraph, developers added a way to check code styling and added setup instructions for Ubuntu 14.04 LTS), feature requests proposed by users (for example, in Bug-104 and Bug-130 in TC, reporters asked developers to support TC on macOS and PyTorch master), and duplicate bug reports. Through manual inspection, the numbers of duplicate bug reports in TVM, Glow, PlaidML, and TC are 32, 9, 20, and 5, respectively. There is no duplicate bug report in nGraph.

B. Bug Type Distribution Among Different DL Compilers

**Finding #2:** The major bug types in DL compilers are semantic and compatibility bug.

Fig. 3 presents the distribution of the root causes of bugs in the five DL compilers we analyzed. According to the results, it is obvious that more than half of the bugs in DL compilers are semantic bugs. Glow has the highest proportion of semantic bugs, which is 76.7%, followed by TVM (i.e., 74.1%), nGraph (i.e., 69.1%), TC (i.e., 63.9%), and PlaidML (i.e., 60.8%). Compared with other software systems, the proportion of semantic bugs in DL compilers is lower than that in Mozilla and Apache. According to the study in [32], semantic bugs account for 87.0% in Mozilla and 82.5% in Apache. However, the results of DL compilers are similar to the blockchain systems. In [31], the authors investigated the frequency distribution of bug categories in 8 blockchain...
systems. They found that 67.23% of the bugs in blockchain systems are semantic bugs.

*Compatibility* is the second most frequently appeared root cause in TVM, Glow, nGraph, and PlaidML, with the proportions being 11.4%, 9.2%, 11.8%, and 13.7% respectively. Different from the four DL compilers mentioned above, the second most common bug type in TC is document, accounting for 16.7%. Environment and memory bugs only account for a small portion. The percentages of environment bugs in TVM, Glow, nGraph, PlaidML, and TC are 4.6%, 3.3%, 7.4%, 11.8%, and 8.3%, respectively. Memory bugs account for 1.8%, 2.5%, 1.5%, and 2.0% in TVM, Glow, nGraph, and PlaidML, respectively. And no memory bug is reported in TC.

Through further examination, we found that in DL compilers, a number of semantic bugs are related to missing cases in the implementation of functions, also known as neglected condition bugs [34]. For example, in Bug-1592 in TVM, it was stated that “[Pass] Missing CHECK in storage rewrite”. In this bug, if “max_num_bits<640”, an allocation that exceeds the memory bounds will be triggered. In Bug-6239 in TVM, “NotImplementedError” occurred due to missing operator “is_floating_point”. Installation and setup issues are also common occurrences in semantic bugs. For example, in Bug-306 in PlaidML, the PlaidML-setup could only recognize the CPU and fail to find the GPU. Exception handling is another important subtype of semantic bug. For example, in Bug-193 in TC, warnings about preconditions not being checked should be suppressed because non-initialized reductions are unnecessary when developing autotuning. In Bug-2855 in Glow, “RemoveNetwork” failed silently instead of returning error information about the failure. Finally, some system-specific semantic bugs occurred in DL compilers. For example, in Bug-1713 in TVM, the weight shape in the operator conv2 was incorrectly processed. As a result, the wrong weight’s shape was obtained. In Bug-2013 in Glow, the graph optimizer failed to optimize the non-inverses consecutive transposes.

As for compatibility bugs, there can be many reasons for these bugs in DL compilers, including conflicts with DL framework frontends, hardware backends, operating systems, and hardware devices. Taking the TVM compiler as an example, it was stated in Bug-6287 that “TVMError: relay.frontend.from_keras() fails with models compiled in TensorFlow 2.3”. This bug showed a conflict with the TensorFlow framework because TensorFlow 2.3 didn’t support the attributes “node_indices” and “tensor_indices” in the “Node class” anymore. Bug-2355 is a compatibility bug caused by a Mobile GPU backend conflict. When TVM was deployed to Mobile GPUs, incorrect “Vulkan results” would be obtained. A windows compatibility bug happened in Bug-1007. It was reported that “ModuleNotFoundError: No module named “fcntl” when built TVM on the Windows operating system.”

### C. Evolution of Proportions of Different Types of Bugs

![Fig. 4. Evolution of proportions of actual bugs and non-bugs.](image)

Finding #3: The evolution trends of various bugs differ greatly among different DL compilers.

Fig. 4 depicts the evolution of the proportions of actual bugs and non-bugs in TVM, Glow, nGraph, PlaidML, and TC. The results show that in TVM and nGraph, the proportions of actual bugs tend to increase over time, while the percentages of non-bugs tend to decrease. Contrary to TVM and nGraph, in PlaidML and TC, the proportions of actual bugs tend to decrease over time, while the ratios of non-bugs gradually increase. In Glow, the proportions of actual bugs and non-bugs have no obvious evolutionary trend.

In Fig. 5, we further present the evolution trend of the proportions of different bug types over time. In TVM, the proportions of different types of bugs have significant evolution trends. As time evolves, the proportions of environment, memory and compatibility bugs show an upward trend while document and semantic bugs show a downward trend. In Glow,
the ratios of environment and memory bugs tend to decrease. In contrast, the proportion of semantic bugs tends to increase, and there is no significant trend for compatibility and document bugs. In nGraph, the ratio of memory bugs has increased significantly over time, but the percentage of semantic bugs decreases. As for environment, compatibility, and document bugs, trends are not obvious. The ratios of memory, compatibility and document bugs decrease obviously in PlaidML, while the semantic bugs’ proportion is significantly increased, and the trend of environment bugs is not obvious. In TC, no significant trend is observed for all types of bugs. Above conclusions have been tested through the Mann-Kendall [35] trend test (alpha = 0.05) and the results are shown in Table III.

D. Implications

Since non-bugs account for more than half of all bug reports, we first propose suggestions from two aspects to help developers deal with non-bugs. On the one hand, a question tracker could be provided for users to submit their questions and find relevant answers. For example, in TVM, it is encouraged to post general questions on https://discuss.tvm.ai, where more people are expected to join the discussion of the questions. In addition, stack overflow could be another important place for asking questions and finding detailed answers. On the other hand, a tool can be integrated to identify duplicate bug reports. For example, in [36], a just-in-time duplicate detection method was proposed to prevent duplicate bug reports from being submitted by means of the continuous query. By recommending relevant bug reports to reporters, it helps users find solutions effectively and reduces the developers’ workloads at the same time.

As for actual bugs, more effort should be made on semantic and compatibility bugs because these two types of bugs are the most numerous in DL compilers. To address semantic bugs, automatic bug detection tools could be used. For example, MUVI (Multi-variable inconsistency) [37], a method developed to automatically detect semantic bugs by identifying the multi-variable access correlations from programs. In addition, since the number of compatibility bugs is the second most in DL compilers, specific methods for detecting compatibility bugs in DL compilers should be developed. For example, researchers have done quite a few work to study the detection methods of compatibility bugs in Android Apps [38], [39].

IV. IMPACTS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF BUGS

In this section, the results of RQ2 are presented. We analyze the impacts of bugs to understand the consequences caused by bugs in DL compilers.

A. Distribution of Impacts Caused by Bugs in Different DL Compilers

Finding #4: More than one-third of bugs in DL compilers result in crashes or exceptions.

According to the results in Fig. 6, the major impact of bugs in DL compilers is crash/exception. In TVM, 47.8% of bugs result in crashes/exceptions, which is the highest among the five DL compilers. It is 46.3% in PlaidML, 45.0% in Glow, 36.1% in TC, and 35.3% in nGraph. Crashes/exceptions usually occur when the DL compilers stop and exit unexpectedly. For example, in TVM, an error was printed when using cache_read in order in the Bug-802. Similarly, in Bug-1043 in TVM, an error occurred when using cache_read in the situation of reusing the same buffer in multiple stages. Except for crash/exception, build/compilation error and wrong output are two other important impacts. 29.4% of bugs in nGraph cause build/compilation errors, which is the highest among the five DL compilers. In TC, 19.4% of bugs can

Fig. 5. Evolution of proportions of different bug types.

Fig. 6. Evolution of proportions of different bug types.
generate and present wrong results to users. It is higher than that of Glow (i.e., 15.8%), TVM (i.e., 11.4%), nGraph (i.e., 7.4%), and PlaidML (i.e., 5.6%). Taking Bug-47 in PlaidML as an example, the computation results obtained after using PlaidML were different from those obtained directly from the TensorFlow framework (i.e., a wrong output was given).

In order to analyze which kind of bug is more likely to cause severe consequences, we have investigated the impact distribution among different bug types (see Fig. 7). According to the results, the major impact of the environment bug is crash/exception. 47.22% (17 out of 36) of environment bugs would cause crashes/exceptions, followed by build/compilation errors (i.e., 19.44%), wrong outputs (i.e., 11.11%), warning style errors (i.e., 5.56%), and operation failures (i.e., 2.78%). Memory bugs only result in crashes/exceptions and warning style errors. The proportions of both are 50%. Crash/exception and build/compilation error are the two major impacts caused by compatibility bugs. The proportions are 40% (30 out of 75) and 35.06% (28 out of 75), respectively. In addition, 8% and 6.67% of compatibility bugs lead to operation failures and wrong outputs, respectively. As for document bugs, 72% (36 out of 50) of them result in warning style errors. Almost half of the semantic bugs, i.e., 49.07% (238 out of 485), lead to crashes/exceptions. The proportions of wrong outputs, build/compilation errors, warning style errors and operation failures caused by semantic bugs are 14.23%, 14.02%, 5.57%, and 4.54%, respectively.

For further analysis, we have calculated the lift correlation [40] between bug types and impacts. lift is a statistical metric used to indicate the correlation between two types of bugs. If the lift value between two types equals 1, it means that there is no correlation between them. If the lift value between two types is larger than 1, it means that the two types are positively correlated. Conversely, if the lift value between two types is less than 1, there is a negative correlation between the two types. Results of the lift correlation between bug types and impacts are presented in Table IV. Numbers greater than 1 (i.e., with positive correlation) are highlighted in bold font.

### B. Correlation Between Bug Types and Impacts

**Finding #5:** Environment and compatibility bugs are prone to result in build/compilation errors; memory and document bugs are prone to lead to warning style errors; semantic bugs are more likely to cause crashes or exceptions.

Table IV summarizes the values of lift correlation between bug types and impacts. The results show that environment and compatibility bugs are most prone to result in build/compilation errors. The lift value between environment bug and build/compilation error is 1.29. Between compatibility bug and build/compilation error, it is 2.32. Memory bugs are most likely to cause warning style errors, and the lift correlation between memory bugs and warning style errors is 3.55. The reason is that many memory bugs are memory leaks that related to memory resource release failure. The running of the program may not be disturbed immediately, but the...
code still needs improvement. For example, in Bug-2646 in nGraph, when the “remove_compiled_function” was called on the CPU backend, “cleanup_runtime_context()” was not called to clean up the runtime context and led to a memory leak. In addition to memory bugs, document bugs are also more likely to cause warning style errors. The correlation between document bugs and warning style errors is 4.52, indicating that a strong correlation exists between warning style errors and document bugs. For example, in Bug-29 and Bug-176 in TC, the typos in examples make it hard for users to understand. Finally, semantic bugs are prone to cause crashes/exceptions. The lift value between semantic bug and crash/exception impact is 1.09. Therefore, we consider these two types to be weakly correlated.

C. Implications

A large number of bugs in DL compilers lead to serious consequences, such as crashes or exceptions, accounting for 35.3-47.8% of all the actual bugs. In order to improve the quality of the DL compilers, a lot of effort should be put into handling the crash or exception errors. For example, crash reporting tools similar to Mozilla Socorro [41] could be embedded in DL compilers to collect information relevant to crashes. Using these tools, crash reports will be generated when programs stop running normally in the user environment. The information available in crash reports could be used to locate and rank buggy files. For example, Wang et al. [41] proposed an algorithm based on crash correlation groups, which locates and ranks buggy files by analyzing stack traces in correlated crash types. In addition, the information in crash reports could be used to predict top crashes in a specific version of the DL compiler. For example, in [42], the authors employed features extracted from crash reports and source code to train a machine learning model to effectively predict the top crashes before a new version release.

In addition to crash/exception, build/compilation error is another important impact of bugs in the DL compilers. Developers spend a substantial amount of time repairing code that does not compile. For example, according to our analysis, it takes an average of 34.3 days to fix a build/compilation error in TVM. In order to reduce the burden on developers, we recommend using automatic build/compilation error repair methods. For example, DeepDelta [43] was proposed to repair the build-time compilation errors automatically. It learns the fix patterns of errors through learning the changes between failed and resolved snapshots of code.

V. Fixing Time of Bugs

To answer RQ3, we analyze the time required to close bug reports in this section.

A. Fixing Time of Actual Bugs, Non-bugs, and Invalid Reports

![Table IV: The lift Correlations Between Bug Types and Impacts](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Compatibility</th>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Semantic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crash/exception</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build/compilation error</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation failure</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrong output</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warning style error</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 7: The impacts of different bug types.](image)

Finding #6: It takes the most time to close bug reports in nGraph and the least time to close bug reports in TVM.

In this section, we have calculated the average fixing time of actual bugs, non-bugs, and invalid reports in TVM, Glow, nGraph, PlaidML, and TC. According to the results in Fig. 8, it is obvious that closing reports in nGraph takes more time than closing reports in the other four compilers. In nGraph, it takes the most time (i.e., 433.1 days on average) to close invalid reports. The average time spends on closing non-bugs is 213.7 days. However, the time required to fix actual bugs is the least, which is 164.8 days on average. Similar to nGraph, invalid reports also take the most time (i.e., 118.2 days on average) to be closed in PlaidML, while the time required to close actual bugs and non-bugs is 51.2 days and 49.9 days, respectively. Bug reports in TVM are closed fastest among all the five DL compilers we analyzed. In TVM, it takes an average of 20.6 days to fix an actual bug, 36.0 days to close a non-bug and 11.8 days to close an invalid report. From the above analysis, we can also conclude that in addition to fixing actual bugs, amounts of time are spent on dealing with non-bugs and invalid reports. Taking nGraph as an example, the time it takes to close invalid reports is 2.6 times the time it takes to fix actual bugs. A similar situation happens in
PlaidML. The time it takes to close invalid reports is 2.3 times the time it takes to fix actual bugs.

### B. Fixing Time of Environment, Compatibility, Memory, Document, and Semantic Bugs

**Finding #7:** It takes the least time to resolve document bugs.

In this section, we study the difference between the fixing time of different types of bugs. From Fig. 9, we can observe that document bugs often consume much less time to be fixed than the other four types of bugs. In PlaidML, the fixing time of document bugs is the longest among the five DL compilers, which is 63.0 days on average, followed by TC (17.6 days on average), TVM (7.4 days on average), Glow (6.8 days on average), and nGraph (2.3 days on average). The time it takes to fix environment, memory, compatibility, and semantic bugs is quite different for different DL compilers. In TVM, it takes the most time to fix environment bugs (on average of 37.8 days), which is more than 5 times the fixing time of document bugs and more than 2 times the fixing time of memory bugs. In Glow and PlaidML, the fixing time of memory bugs is the longest, which is 103.6 days and 269.2 days, respectively. In nGraph, it takes 205.9 days on average to fix semantic bugs. However, it only takes an average of 0.2 days to resolve memory bugs and an average of 2.3 days to solve document bugs. As for TC, compatibility bugs spend the most time to fix (i.e., 209.5 days on average), followed by document bugs (17.6 days) and environment bugs (11.2 days).

### C. Implication

Due to the longest fixing time of bugs in nGraph, we have conducted a more in-depth study on bug reports in nGraph. After the manual analysis, we find that 21.9% of bug reports in nGraph take more than a year to close. The main reason for the extremely long fixing time is the failure to respond to and close bug reports in a timely manner. For example, in Bug-552 in nGraph, the last comment was submitted on Feb. 28, 2018, but it was not closed until Oct. 7, 2020, which took 951.7 days. The same thing happens in Bug-765, Bug-957, and Bug-1077. In Bug-2917, it took developers 46.8 days to first respond and assign the report, and then it took another 465.8 days to close the bug report. We suggest deploying a bot in nGraph to help with the maintenance of issues in the Github repository. For example, Tensorflow-Butler is used in TensorFlow’s Github repository to assign bug reports to the corresponding developers and update the state of bug reports to improve the efficiency of processing reports.

Besides the suggestions for developers, we recommend that users should submit high-quality bug reports to help developers reproduce bugs as soon as possible. It is difficult to reproduce a bug only with the error message. Detailed environment information is required, such as the hardware, the operating system, and the specific version of the DL compiler. In addition to the environment information, a self-contained example would be helpful and necessary to accelerate the fixing process.

### VI. Threats to Validity

Similar to other empirical research, our study naturally has potential validity issues. We identify potential threats to the effectiveness of our study from the following three aspects:

**Threats to Construct Validity.** In this study, we concentrate on closed bug reports because bug reports that have not been closed are still under discussion and contain incomplete information. If future closed bug reports are considered, the distribution of bug types could be influenced.

**Threats to Internal Validity.** In the process of manual classification, We tried our best to avoid classification errors. We carefully checked the information contained in bug reports, including bug descriptions, comments, related pull requests, and commits. Two authors separately took the classification of all bug reports to reduce the threat. During the process, cross-checks were performed, and conflict cases were eliminated through discussion to reach a consensus.

**Threats to External Validity.** The bug reports studied in this paper are collected from TVM, Glow, nGraph, PlaidML, and TC. Although they are widely-used DL compilers, some findings and implications may not be generalized to other DL compilers. To reduce this threat, we try not to extend the conclusions to other DL compilers, nor do we intend to provide any general implication to all DL compilers. Even though, we
believe that this paper still provides many interesting findings and suggestions for DL compiler developers and users, the five studied DL compilers are also among the most popular ones.

VII. RELATED WORK

**Bugs in Traditional Compilers and DL Frameworks.** Compilers are foundational and widely-used software [28], [44], the bugs in which can have a significant impact since they can almost affect all software build on them. Especially for safety- and security-critical applications, the consequences can be disastrous [45]. Therefore, it is essential to detect bugs in compilers. However, compiler bugs are difficult to recognize because they usually manifest indirectly as application failures. It is hard for developers to determine whether a software failure is caused by the program they are developing or the compilers they are using [46]–[48].

An in-depth understanding of bugs in compilers can help detect and fix them. In [45], the authors conducted the first empirical study on the characteristics of the bugs in two traditional compilers, GCC and LLVM. They studied the location of bugs, properties of bug-revealing test cases and the bug fixes, duration of bugs, and priorities of bugs. To improve the quality of traditional compilers, some methods have been proposed [49]–[52]. In [53], the authors conducted an empirical study on the testing methods of traditional compilers from four aspects, including approaches of constructing test programs [54], methods to address the test-oracle problems [54], [55], methods for optimizing the test process [56], and methods developed for post-processing test results [57]. Different from the above research, we focus on studying the characteristics of bugs in DL compilers instead of traditional compilers in this paper.

In addition, some recent progress has been made to analyze bug characteristics in DL frameworks [58]–[61]. Islam et al. [58] studied bugs in Caffe, Keras, TensorFlow, Theano, and Torch from the perspectives of bug type, root cause, and effects of bugs. Zhang et al. [59] performed an empirical study on deep learning applications programmed on the TensorFlow framework. They collected 175 bugs from stack overflow and Github to analyze the symptoms and root causes of bugs. Different from DL frameworks, DL compilers aim to provide a general-purpose optimization and compilation of a DL model for diverse target devices to accelerate DL model deployment at the industrial production level. Our study also confirms that the common bug characteristics of DL compilers distribute quite differently from DL frameworks, calling for attention for DL compiler developers and researchers to provide quality assurance techniques.

**Deep Learning Compilers.** With the growing demand to deploy various DL models on diverse DL hardware, multiple DL compilers have been proposed from both industry and academia, such as TVM [22], XLA [23], Glow [24], nGraph [25], PlaidML [26] and Tensor Comprehensions (TC) [27]. Among them, XLA [23] is developed by the Google team and is a compiler for TensorFlow. XLA uses JIT compilation techniques to analyze the TensorFlow graph created by the user at runtime. TVM [22] is an end-to-end optimizing compiler stack proposed by Apache. It provides a machine learning-based optimization system that can search for optimized tensor operators automatically. Glow [24] and TC [27] are two DL compiler released by Facebook. The main technique of Glow is graph-lowering, which could be used to generating efficient code. TC provides a high-level language for neural network developers to express their networks. PlaidML [26] and nGraph [25] are two DL compilers designed by Intel. nGraph consumes the compute graph obtained from the DL framework to construct the nGraph intermediate representation (IR) and then lowers that to different backends, such as cuDNN and MKL-DNN. PlaidML, as a compiler for DL, is also available as a component of the Intel nGraph compiler stack, which is useful mainly for supporting a new kernel.

Although the functional components (such as frontend and backend) in DL compilers are similar to traditional compilers, these two types of compilers have different characteristics. Focusing on the design architecture of DL compilers, authors in [29] performed a survey of TVM, nGraph, TC, Glow, and XLA. The authors dissected the commonly adopted design architecture of the existing DL compilers and analyzed the critical design components. In addition, they performed a quantitative performance comparison among DL compilers. However, to the best of our knowledge, the research on the bug analysis of DL compilers is still at a very early stage. This paper makes an early attempt and conducts a comprehensive empirical study on bugs in five DL compilers, including TVM, Glow, nGraph, PlaidML, and TC.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper performs a large-scale study on actual bugs in five widely-used deep learning compilers, including TVM, Glow, nGraph, PlaidML, and TC. We manually analyzed 2,717 bug reports collected from their corresponding Github repositories, which are actual bug information submitted by users and developers. Our analysis is conducted from three perspectives, including ➊ the frequency distribution of different types of bugs and the proportion evolution of bugs with the increase of time, ➋ severe consequences caused by bugs and the correlation between bug types and impacts, and ➌ the time required to close bug reports. Our study found that the main root causes of bugs in DL compilers are *semantic* and *compatibility* bugs. Over one-third of bugs in DL compilers would result in crashes/exceptions. It takes the longest time to fix bugs in the nGraph compiler among all the five compilers studied in this paper. Finally, practical implications were provided for both developers and users to develop and use DL compilers with higher quality.
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